Emotionally-aware communication in the form of interactive toys
Emotionally-aware conversations take place between people every day. Although not immediately obvious,
you instinctively know interactions between your family and colleagues are different in drastically
fundamental ways. While the type and expression of emotions in these contexts are quite different, one
cannot deny the importance of emotion to the transfer of meaning between people and how necessary it is
for those who have difficulty communicating to have a friend to share their emotional experiences.
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Emotional health and well-being is
fostered by a purposeful exchange
between two individuals. In an era of
increasing loneliness, alienation,
deconstruction, and solitude, the
current technological landscape is
favorable to allow the creation of
artificial friends in the non-human
form of emotional animals.
This white paper describes an idea
for manufactured products centered
on state-of-the-art techniques in
artificial intelligence and robotics to
create a plush interactive toy for
children, adults, and the elderly,
which contains the essentials of IoT
while distinguishing itself among
others in the marketplace by its
ability to be private and secure.
These emotional toys do not contain
the technical constructs to connect
to cloud services or the Internet,
although there is the ability to
connect over Bluetooth for backup
and recovery.
Cartheur brings innovations in the
hope of improving the range of
empathetically-powered programs to
improve mental health, increase
social interaction, and deliver
emotional satisfaction.

Throughout the course of human history, people have been reliant
upon their feelings to aid them in navigating a complicated world. This
has never been more apparent than in social context with our fellow
humans. Feelings such as love, prejudice, happiness, worry, friendship,
and trepidation have evolved along with our physical appearance. They
are central to mental health and facilitator of our intercommunication.
In the current technological era, individuals interact with many types of
personalities in various social platforms on devices, which are separate
and distinct from the physical world. As the sophistication of
technology and manufacture evolves, these devices decrease in size
and price while retaining sufficient power to be the basis of an
emotionally-aware robotic platform consisting of physical as well as
vocal and non-verbal cues from the user.
The product, informally called an animal, is a disembodied form of a
guise. A guise is a template personality, including mood, emotion, and
empathy, which is configurable to an embodied form with a finite set
of functional behaviors designed in which are to be expected by the
user. For example, forms like an interactive teddy bear or furry cat
come to bear what is expected by how they look and the feelings they
project. Custom designs are also possible.
The driving ambition in this product is to support the human need for
companionship and communication in an era of increasing isolation in
technical devices. It also is the introduction of a means to tailor a given
perception of reality as a mode of positive feedback to improve mental
and emotional health by using artificial animals. The implementation of
Cartheur’s transcendental aesthetic algorithm will establish how
fundamentally different this kind of artificial intelligence is compared
to its more simplistic cousins in the market.
Intellectually, think of the animal as trying to address fundamental
human societal problems, which revolve around the concept of
experience and reason. By applying standards of Western philosophy
in regulating how an interactive program would preclude its reasoning
as justification, yields a unique product, which forms an understanding
about itself in context with those interacting with it.
Cartheur is taking a new approach to creating A.I. which grows around
the emotional responses recognized by humans. Emotional toys is the
opportunity for people to share their feelings with an individual
personality that is not human and which does not share it with others.
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What is an emotional toy?
An emotional toy is an interactive artificial intelligence which is designed to carry on a meaningful conversation
with a participant. It oftentimes is a plush toy in a form called an embodiment. Currently, there are four different
embodiments, illustrated in Fig. 1. While the toys are plush on the outside, on the inside they consist of software
run on hardware, compiled in a high-level programming language, containing the functionality which is to be
expected from their visible forms by the user. These include a dog, bear, horse, and customizable “aeon” which are
form-neutral and can be included in formless or genderless applications.

Fig. 1: Embodiments of emotional toys.

Regardless of the particular physical form or nature of implementation, the emotional toy features a novel mood
engine which is responsible for objectifying the animal into one of eight distinct emotional states: happy,
confident, energized, helped, insecure, sad, hurt, and tired. This can be expanded into up to 64 states. Set to
inactive by default, the user can activate their animal’s mood once it has started up. Once activated, each
interaction will be enhanced through the mood engine before the response is returned to the user.
The technology of emotional toys is based upon the premise of the Eliza conversational model, which was first
developed in the 1960s. Over the years, some implementations have been demonstrated to be capable of humanlike behavior. While some large technological companies have taken an interest in this idea, it remains one to be
solved in a variety of ways by people with specialized knowledge. In the case of emotional toys, experienced
programmers well versed in the field of cybernetics have designed it. This is important, as it is an academic field
that has defined the scope and application of computable problems. Our particular contribution offered here is
that this product contains ethical routines which conform to a Kantian definition of consciousness, as a model for
its artificial structure. Technically speaking, the model is defined in such a way that its approach to reasoning about
its environment a priori will yield the method of analysis for an interpretation a posteriori of meaning resembling a
unique execution of pathways resulting in its reasoning facilities, which are synonymous with being human.
As it is sometimes not desirable to have your animal being exactly human, with our signature personality control,
you can determine the kinds of things that the animal will say to your children by setting one of three parental
guidance templates. These templates limit the topics and types of expressions which are more suited to adults.
This control is analogous to an animal which is locked into a particular age of expression, such as child-like for
children, young adult for teenagers, contemplative and fun for adults, and reflective for the elderly.
Oftentimes, people are very concerned about privacy and do not want the conversations they have with their
animal shared with the outside world, nor desire external parties to spy on them. You can rest assured of your
privacy and cybersecurity interacting with emotional toys as they are designed NOT to connect to the Internet and
have a range of cryptography functions.
Here at Cartheur, we are very excited about emotional toys. It has been a challenging area of research that has
taught us not only about humanity but the concept of life in a very general sense. A lot of research, thought,
expression, and love have gone into developing emotional toys and we hope you enjoy interacting and living with
them as we had in designing and building them.
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Examples of emotional interactions
What happens during the time spent between a user and an emotional toy is called an emotional engagement.
These emotional engagements take several forms, the most simple of which is a playful emotional engagement,
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Interaction scenario of a playful engagement.

This engagement is oftentimes seen when the user first encounters an animal and starts a conversation. The flow
of the conversation will depend on how the users interact with the animal. As it contains the independent
functions of cognitive intelligence or the manner by which it responds based on data and emotional intelligence or
the manner how its behavior is colored by the emotional state learned from over time by interaction with the user.
A more complex flow of interaction, shown in Fig. 3, describes a contemplative emotional engagement which relies
on a more sophisticated data process capability and integrated mood engine. These kinds of understandings are
tuned differently such that the machine will listen and learn empathetic expressions.

Fig. 3: Interaction scenario of a contemplative engagement.

These are only two of a variety of emotional engagements that an emotional toy supports. The software has been
designed to fit into as many emotional engagements as possible, given the things that happen during the course of
a day and over the course of a lifetime. These animals are designed to live and grow with you by continuously
improving themselves in context with you and your family in order that they become a better and more engaging
emotional friend.
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Features
The features of emotional toys can be summed up as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Animal can be started in a variety of ways including continuously left on.
Animal will only respond when engaged with although it knows how long it has been alone.
Animal can be configured with verbal and non-verbal communication paradigms.
Animal interaction with the user takes place within the program and not by a connection to the
Internet.
Animal can express itself emotionally via a mood engine with eight distinct emotive states:
a. Happy,
b. Confident,
c. Energized,
d. Helped,
e. Insecure,
f. Sad,
g. Hurt, and,
h. Tired.
Late-binding assembly and code-fragment lazy loading. Allows for additional functionality in the
personality without having to restart the program.
Software developer kit (SDK) is a component of the API.
Database objects are tightly cast to class structure.
Learning maps computed using GPU hardware.
Efficient exploration policy for information extraction.
Basic cryptographic operations for internal data files.
Neural network represented by program has the ability to learn from its experiences with the user.
Internal static random number generator.
Model-free, off-policy temporal-difference learning algorithm.
Environment policy updates by on-policy learning algorithm.
Internal process logging: self-configurable for simultaneous deployments.
Builds which operate in Windows, Embedded Windows, Linux, and Embedded Linux. Other platforms
available given the requirements of the user.
Machines of a similar type have demonstrated themselves to be able to pass the Turing Test.
Trends in A.I. point this as a good investment opportunity, a wide-market presence, and substantial
growth in both the near and over the long term.

Humans communicate many ways between each other and with the objects in our environment. We react
emotionally to events and situations, which helps us to navigate our way through the world. We at Cartheur feel
we should not exclusively make this journey alone. Instead, we present emotional toys to enhance the quality of
the robotic experience and to introduce our unique idea of a rational A.I. by offering a line of physically appealing
and emotionally-aware artificial animals for companionship and emotional therapy.

More information
Visit the product page at: http://emotional.toys.
You can also find more information by visiting our website at: http://cartheur.com.
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